House Bill 3188

Sponsored by Representative HEARD; Representatives KRIEGER, OLSON, Senator GIROD

SUMMARY

The following summary is not prepared by the sponsors of the measure and is not a part of the body thereof subject to consideration by the Legislative Assembly. It is an editor's brief statement of the essential features of the measure as introduced.

Directs State Department of Agriculture and State Forestry Department to jointly study and report on need for authority to create predator control districts for purpose of controlling harm to resource uses from predator depredation.

A BILL FOR AN ACT

Relating to a principal Act for predator control districts.

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

SECTION 1. (1) The State Department of Agriculture and the State Forestry Department shall jointly study and evaluate whether there is a need to establish a general law procedure authorizing the temporary or permanent establishment of predator control districts in all or part of this state for the purpose of controlling harm to resource uses from predator depredation.

(2) The departments shall report their findings and recommendation under this section to the Legislative Assembly in the manner described in ORS 192.245 on or before October 1, 2017.
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